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Dov Quotes
Posted by gibbor120 - 03 Nov 2011 14:42
_____________________________________

Dear fellow GYEers,

Dov has some great posts, and it's hard to go around finding them when you need them.  I
started to gather them under my "links" thread, but today I finally reached the max for the length
of one post. (Apparently, the limit is 50,000 characters.)

I think it makes sense to start a thread dedicated to those dov posts which many of us find so
powerful.  I would appreciate if we could keep this thread free of other stuff so as not to dilute it.

I suppose we could also discuss dov's posts here, but refrain from shmoozing about cholint,
monster trucking, possums... The forum has special and fun places to discuss all that stuff.

P.S. I Just added a dov quotes thread to the Married Section.

I think the need for an index is loooong overdue. So.... without further ado:

1. Captain Kirk

Nuclear Reset Button

Why we need "recovery" (not more eitzos)

2. Taking Responsibility to "Surrender"

Self-Knowledge vs. Self-Honesty

On Meeting Real People

Dov's Longes Post
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Getting Honest

Captain Kirk

Avodas Hashem Gone Awry

On Pride

Actions not Thoughts

You Are Thinking Too Much

Ratzon Alone is Not Enough

3. No Choice But to Stop… Now What???

4. I'm a Stinker

Waiting to Explode

5. Objectifying Myself???

6. The 1st Step, The Evidence is Overwhelming

7. Do You Want Recovery

8. Be Honest With G-d, Period

9. Is it Lust?

10. Don't get Complacent

11. The Groups are a Mirror

12. On the 12 Steps and How They Work (or Don't Work)

13. We Have a "Living" Problem

14. I'm Happy Just Being Me

15. How do I Grow?

16. Don't Ever Get Complacent
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17. Get Out of Isolation!

18. Truth & Humility

19. 12 Steps as Derech Eretz Which is Kadmah Latorah

20. What Would You Tell a Drug Addict? TAKE ACTION!

21. Accepting Imperfection

22. A Bracha from Dov

23. Make the Phone Call

24. Chat = More Fakery

25. Do we Look Down Upon or Worship Naked Shiksas (or Both)?

26. 1. One Day at a Time - Not Just a Nice Motto and… 2. The Dumb Farm Boys Have it Easier -
Giving it up to Hashem

27. Draw Back the Battle Lines

28. We Need to Get Willing, Open, and Honest (and We Need to "Stay" There)

29. The Essence of KOT

30. "the worst day I have sober is better then the best day I could have being drunk"

31. You're Thinking WAY Too Much, JUST LET GO!

32. True or False: My Whole Problem is Shmiras Aynayim

33. Patience

34. Reaching for Gold While Sitting in Excrement?

35. Can I do Teshuva?

36. The Ikkar

37. Don't Count Days

38. 1. Connect to People/Get out of Isolation 2. Don't Think Too Much 3. Don't Worry About
Perfection 4. Don't Take Unsolicited Advice From Strangers ;)

39. Forget Madreigos, Just Humbly Serve Hashem
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40. It's Not About Self-Knowledge or Self-Control (notice the word self in both of those), It's
About Accepting our Limitations and Getting out of G-ds Way 

41. Do I really need the 12-Step program?

42. Addict vs Non-Addict - Different Approaches 

43. Definition of Addict [according to dov] 

44. What do You really Value the Most? 

45. I Need My Problems

46. Get Yourself a Group of Friends You Can Call

47. Highlights of a Loooong Post

48. Friendship - Our Closeness to Hashem Depends on it! 

49. We Give 'Them' the Power 

50. The 12 Steps are Just About Being Real With Ourselves

51. GYE Forum is Only Virtual Recovery 

52. Only Share What Works Please

53. Why I Daven for the Lady I Lusted For

54. Calling for Help From Behind the Safe Walls of an Impenetrable Castle

55. The Lies We Tell Ourselves

56. Don't Wait Until It's Too Late to Open Up and Ask for Help

57. Precious Communication Tools

58. Are There Levels of Addiction?

59. Who is an Addict? Do I Need the 12 Steps?

60. I'm Going to Change Starting Today... For Real

61. Keep Your Mind on a Short Leash

62. Rock Bottom - Stop Trying to do it "My Way"

63. Acting Out is the Solution, NOT the Problem
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64. Learning Surrender

65. Letting go of our Da'as 

66. The Steps are About Honesty and Dependance on G-d

67. Make The Call

68. Do You Want to Stop?

69. What Real Steps are You Taking

70. Don't Tell Your Wife About All the Wacky Stuff That Goes on in Your Head!

71. We do NOT Beat the Y"H - We Surrender

72. What Language Does Your Body Understand?

73. Should I Tell My Parents?

74. What Does Powerless Mean?

75. The Answers Rabbonim Give Us

76. Wet Dreams

77. Am I an Addict and Do I Need SA Meetings? A Conversation With Dov

78. Understanding is Useless in Recovery (It's just masked ga'avah)

79. I Didn't Choose to Change… I Had no Other Choice

80. Masturbation is Evil... But That is Quite Irrelevant

81. Get Real

82. Giving up: Why the First Step is so Important

83. Live in the Solution... Let go

84. We Need a New Derech, AKA Don't Fight, Give it up!

85. We've Got Nothing to Rely on... except Avinu Shebashamayim!

86. Feeling close to Hashem or BEING close to Hashem

87. Tefillah
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88. The Nuclear Reset Button

89. HASHEM LOVES US!!!

90. Tikunnim

91. Recovery and 12 Steps - Not Synonymous

92. Lashon Nekiyah???

93. Surrender

94. Self-Development: A Self-Centered Endeavor

95. Recovery: A Painful Surrender of Self-Will

96. We Hide From Those Who Are Closest To Us

97. Open Up: Don't Let the Y"H Mug You

98. Don't Hold Your Breath

99. Great Definition of Addiction and 'unmanageability' 

100. Addiction MUST be self diagnosed 

101. Give up Fighting and Call for Help

102. Definition of Lust

103. Do I need to "Figure it Out"? - The Role of Character Defects in Addiction

104. The Failure of Self-Centeredness in Making Life Work

105. The Problem is Lust, The Answer is Love

106. Nuclear Reset Button

107. Tolerating Imperfection

108. We Need "Real" People to "Get Real" With G-d

109. Acceptance - Being at Peace With the Facts

110. Dating and Addict vs. Normal Yetzer Hora

111. What is a Sobriety Date?
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112. Understanding Does not Bring Sobriety, It is Sobriety That Brings Understanding

113. Two Meanings of Powerlessness

114. Sobriety is Breathing, Recovery is Living!

115. The Battle is Opening Up... and it Remains the Battle

116. Women at Work: Surrender Vs. Struggle

117. Marriage Can be Lonely

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov Quotes
Posted by Markz - 12 Sep 2016 16:29
_____________________________________

the.guard wrote:

This thread is an amazing compilation of quotes from Dov! Yasher Koach to Gibor and all other
contributors!

I need someone who is a good editor and who appreciates and understands Dov's writings, to
help us compile a book. Any volunteers?

You can find much more of Dov's writings in the following two places:

1) Menu Bar > Articles > 12-Steps > Daily Dose of Dov

2) Menu Bar > Articles > Q&A > Dov Answers

Here are the direct links:

1. guardyoureyes.com/articles/12-step/category/daily-dose-of-dov
2. guardyoureyes.com/articles/questions-and-answers/category/dov-answers
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IMHO Dovs posts should not be combined into one long flowing story

Rather keep his posts how they are

Call the Book "Dov Yomi"

It will require someone with a keen eye to index the posts under specific headers. For example
"Capt Kirk" is a great post title but needs to be also indexed under "Disclosure > Anonymity" or
similar

Gibbor - what's your take?

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov Quotes
Posted by gibbor120 - 14 Sep 2016 16:21
_____________________________________

I started this thread because the nature of this forum is kind of random.  There is no easy way to
index and access posts.  There were so many dov post gems that I decided to collect them
under one thread and give each one a title and direct link to it from the first page.

Dov's style is also a bit difficult to just put into chapters.  I'm honestly not sure of the best way to
go about it.  It would definitely take a substantial amount of time, and as guard said, an
understanding of dov (it would probably need dov's involvement to some degree).  I figured out
certain things dov says, but I'm still baffeled by some.  He is a paradox in a way.  The hardest to
understand, but making the most impact.

In short, there are a lot of hurdles to compiling a book, but I think it would be one step better that
this thread which doesn't really follow any sort of logical flow. 

========================================================================
====
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Re: Dov Quotes
Posted by Markz - 14 Sep 2016 16:30
_____________________________________

Dov always discusses multiple issues in each post so there's not usually gonna be a flow, and
your thread is great

KUTGW!!!! biz 120!!!

I think we need to 

Index 

#1) The main point of each post

#2) Each and every point

Index #1) Would determine the format of the book

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov Quotes
Posted by Watson - 19 Nov 2016 22:10
_____________________________________

I'm very grateful to Gibbor for compiling these. I put them onto Word to print and read on
Shabbos.

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov Quotes
Posted by Markz - 19 Feb 2017 21:32
_____________________________________

Many Levels of Addiction
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Dov wrote on 29 Jun 2009 17:11:

This site has educated me about the many different levels of adook-tion ;D (a rather funny play
on the Loshon-Kodesh, no?) : many folks peruse this site and look in quiet curiosity at this
forum where people frankly talk about the same issues that they have been hiding for years.
Others are ready to do something, but figure they (and their rovs) need to just learn the Torah
Tricks, Torah advice, as long as they can remain the same Yid they are now and somehow
solve this problem in the "beis medrash" together with a group of yidden. They do not care if it's
more of the same. (For some - probably for many - it will work, but for many others it will be just
more of the same silliness; but leaving their comfort zone in any meaningful way is still out of
the question...). Others "have it real bad" and have had enough; they are ready for anything and
need the steps before they lose their homes, jobs, lives etc.. All this was not really obvious to
me before I came to this forum.

So, for the kind of person who really is not sick enough to be addicted and their lives are not
out of control, they need someplace to turn for Torah advice, chizzuk, and whatever, to get wise
to the YH for pritzus, and to do teshuva, fast.  This site does a great job of this, I figure.

For the folks who really are hopelessly hooked, and their lives as they have known them are
really over but they just do not realize it yet, this site may be a double-edged sword: they
may hang on in their folly much, much longer, putting yet more band-aids on their cracked
skulls. On the other hand, our posts may help those folks get their inhibitions down sufficiently
to finally know that their problem is actually much more deep and serious than they cared
to admit, that strong medicine is likely needed, and that as we are not running away from their
bitter medicine, maybethey do not have to keep running either!

For all these latter folks - which I think are many - No, I do not think sending them to SA-type
groups has any risk of hurting their yiddishkeit. These folks are the ones who will eventually, get
divorced, ruining their wives lives, not get divorced and ruin their kids' lives too, reach old age
(and death) with a very strange and depressing life behind them (though to the non-immediate
family observer it seemed quite run-of-the-mill!), go to jail, or even be in the paper. The pain and
chilul Hashem potential is quite staggering. No, I feel that if a yid is truly addicted, his
yiddishkeit can only get better from that point on, really. If they go to meetings and get less
frum in the short term, I think they either have a secondary problem that led to it, or it is really a 
good thing because they were totally hypocritical in addiction, anyway. I know this is terribly
painful. I think it is extremely rare for frum addicts to drop yiddishkeit upon getting sober.
Weaker and colder, yes - that is a common side-effect. But with time, as in my case, it reverses
and their yiddishkeit really, finally grows to become really powerful. But really, (here I go): what
value does Hashem have in the avoda of a yid who has empty avodah, parrots things, and does
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not keep the the six constant mitzvos at all because he is too busy hiding the fact that he is
looking at po-n, mast--ting, and other stuff? Anyway, in the long term, frum addicts who I know,
tend to get frummer in later recovery.  

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov Quotes
Posted by MayanHamisgaber - 19 Feb 2017 21:51
_____________________________________

Did you mean to post that here I AM A NON ADDICT???

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov Quotes
Posted by Singularity - 20 Feb 2017 08:16
_____________________________________

I'm riding on that "tend to get frummer later in recovery" saving grace right now... But I
completely understand it.

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov Quotes
Posted by cordnoy - 21 Feb 2017 12:43
_____________________________________

II found this Dov quote in a very special thread:

"So I try to keep my eye on sanity rather than goodness."

[There obviously are levels for this, but me think it is a good principle to have in your toolshed. If
the "aveirah" works for you, go for itI, but if the struggle still continues, you might wanna focus
on what can I do toI become (somewhat) sane.]
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Thanks Dov

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov Quotes
Posted by Shlomo24 - 21 Feb 2017 15:09
_____________________________________

cordnoy wrote on 21 Feb 2017 12:43:

II found this Dov quote in a very special thread:

"So I try to keep my eye on sanity rather than goodness."

[There obviously are levels for this, but me think it is a good principle to have in your toolshed. If
the "aveirah" works for you, go for itI, but if the struggle still continues, you might wanna focus
on what can I do toI become (somewhat) sane.]

Thanks Dov

Big emphasis on the "somewhat."

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov Quotes
Posted by Markz - 26 Feb 2017 20:12
_____________________________________

TODAY IS D DAY

WE LOVE DOV 

ONE DOV AT A TIME
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ITS DOVS 20TH YEAR OF ODAAT

THANK YOU FOR SHARING THEM WITH US ALL

MAZEL TOV!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov "Quotes"
Posted by Shivisi_Hashem - 26 Jun 2017 14:12
_____________________________________

gibbor120 wrote on 24 Jan 2012 19:45:

We do NOT Beat  the Y"H - We Surrender (from daily dose)

Ahron wrote:

Help - I just started to look at shmutz and by some miracle, I was disgusted by it.... I think I'm
going to take a nap. I gotta get away! Yesterdays chizuk is helping me nowI think.

DesperateJew responds:
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Ahron, you did well. You caught yourself, and stopped!

I'm not sure what you meant that you got disgusted and I surely hope you don't mean with
yourself! You, by virtue of being capable of overpowering 'the smart one', can not be disgusting
in Hashem's eyes.

Take it easy, and keep it up!

Dov Responds:

Dear DesperateJew,

The following is purely my own opinion and I do not speak for anyone else, and certainly not for
GYE:

It is not my practice to criticize, particularly when it is so obvious, as in your comments, that you
mean only to be helpful. However I feel it is important to point out that (unless I misread your
comments) you are implying to Ahron that he caught himself, and that he is being capable of
overpowering the YH. I see your message as one of encouragement. I have a problem with this
that I feel I need to share with you. If you can bear with me, I'd appreciate it.

Reading his words, I see a fellow who seems ready to give Hashem all the credit for the victory -
not himself (he says "by some miracle"). He also gives credit to his buddies for the chizzuk -
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rather than declaring his new-found power to 'overcome' the YH.

I am sorry if this rubs you the wrong way but everybody is entitled to an opinion, and I want to
share mine: I have seen the well-meaning comments some folks give others to "believe in
yourself and pat yourself on the back for the clean days you have amassed!", or to be grateful
that "you are/were able to beat the YH".

While it seems to be very nice to build up people's self confidence, I have never witnessed this
perspective prove helpful to anyone I know, in the long-run. And to my mind, the damage done
by the ga'avah that "I can make it" would be the nail in my coffin. I speak about addicts, now.
When any addict I have met gets fooled that he or she actually has the power to "beat this
thing": yatza scharo b'hefseido. I cannot recall anyone with this attitude staying sober for very
long. My guess is that the 'pressure builds up' after a while... and where is their power then? I
wonder. It seems an enigma to them: "Well, if I had the power then,why don't I have it now?! If
He could help me then, why isn't Hashem helping me now? Is He weaker? Does he not like me
as much? Is it because of my aveiros that I do not deserve His help?" This entire self-
preoccupied way of thinking leads to painful frustration, and even to excruciating emunah
problems. I have seen it happen here and elsewhere.

Parroting the words, "Well, of course we mean that it is 'with Hashem's help'! That's obvious...
we are all frum yidden and ma'aminim b'nei ma'aminim here, aren't we?!" is not enough, in my
opinion. Actually, I believe that it is meaningless.

We parroted these words all these years - and never stopped. Has being on GYE for a few
weeks or months magically given us real emunah? We weren't really frum then, but we are
really frum now? I doubt it. Inspiration will only help us stay clean as long as the inspiration
lasts. To me (and other addicts), leaning on the crutch of chizuk and frantically fanning the
flames of chizuk each day, is just delaying the inevitable - waiting for the other shoe to drop. At
least that is how it'd be for me. This is not a game in many cases. In my case and that of many
others, it is a battle to save our minds, our marriages, custody of our children, and our jobs, not
a matter of only being happy or 'good people'.

We need to do things very differently than we were doing them before, if we expect to have a
very different result. For the addicts among us, I suggest admitting that we have lost the
battle and becoming satisfied with remaining 'losers' until further notice. That is, we
remain guaranteed to lose as long as we insist upon going about life our way. Addicts
who use the 12 steps often discover that they need to surrender to Hashem and do His
Will, or they will lose again. That is the 3rd step - and all the ensuing steps are about
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getting closer to that surrender. BTW, the kavonoh in "Echod" is exactly that: Dying for Him -
and then "v'ohavta" is about giving up our plans and control of all our ambitions and desires in
this life - bad and good; our very right to live; and surrendering all our talents, money, and
priorities - all to Hashem.

Addicts who take the third step, set out to accomplish at least some surrender of their egos to
Hashem - to save their lives. Cuz this self-abandonment to Hashem is AAs only answer to what
you call the Yetzer Hara - self destruction. It seems that AA goes with the 'nuclear option' for
problems like addiction. But like I said - if we are to get a different result, we need to go about
our lives differently. I do not see "being more frum" as significantly different, that's all. We need
a radical change in Derech Eretz - in the underlayment for Torah, rather than "more," or "better"
Torah - on a time-bomb foundation of insanity.

And BTW, this idea is why I first posted on GYE. If I just pass this along to a few of my
frustrated fellow yidden, all the late nights posting will be worthwhile!

I respect your opinion should you feel very differently than I do, and I know that what works for
me will not always work for many other people.

Thank you Markz for pointing me to this great post, and thank you Dov for your great input, and
thank you Hashem for directing me to this great place....

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov Quotes
Posted by Markz - 11 Jul 2017 22:10
_____________________________________

ODAAT

One Day at a Time does NOT mean 24hr White Knuckling
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Dov wrote on 19 Apr 2010 09:16:

Aryehtahor, it's so nice to read what you wrote about how living one day-at-a-time is not like
telling the YH to come back tomorrow. Though I believe that it can be that too, that eitza isn't
realistic for most addicts I know, either. It tends to make the whole thing a waiting game, and
the "pressure just builds up", as they say. Never worked for me.

The idea that it's about realism, is much more the way I see it, as SB said above. Practically,
that means some things we tend to like, while - if we really take it seriously - it also means some
things we don't really like that much. But consistency=honesty, right?

For example:

*no asking for Hashem to keep me sober this week, year (even on R"H), or just "in general" - it's
always for today and only for today. Just cuz other people can daven for the year or week,
doesn't mean I can.

*worrying about "what will be with" me/my kids/whatever, in the future is a negation of living one
day at a time - can't afford to do it much. I need to find and use tools to let go of my emotional
load from the future - while not being a moron about it, of course. That takes learning simple
trust of Hashem, and not much else.

*focusing on what's really going on today is what it's all about. Before recovery, the only thing
that made "today" bearable was the fact that I had a rendezvous with some lust adventure
planned tomorrow, or living in the euphoric recall of the schmutz I watched yesterday. How the
heck are we supposed to ever live right if it's never actually today in our hearts?!

*remembering that today is OK. It's the best Hashem has to offer for me, if I make the best of it.

It's more of an attitude than an action, but requires actions like mantras or affirmations of the
above repeated a few times per day and trying to reduce the actions and thoughts that
contradict it in the way we live. When a lust opportunity presents itself, it is time for surrender of
the opportunity by bringing it into the light and sharing it with a friend, explicitly admitting the
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truth to Hashem about intentions and doing our best to give the struggle up to Him right then,
and not worrying about what will be tomorrow - or admitting our hypocrisy based on our stupid
behavior from yesterday. All that stuff is shtuyot. As realistic, honest, and sensible it may seem
at the time, living one day-at-a-time demands surrender to Hashem right now, I guess.

There's a lot more to it, so thanks for opening this chashuv issue up for exploration.

Of course, living it is all that really matters, not figuring it all out. In fact, the only way I have
anything to share about this at all is from living it a bit. Nothing i wrote above was what I had
figured out about it before recovery. I threw all that in the trash with every other well-intentioned
hashkofa/advice that didn't  work for me at all. 

Hatzolcha!

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov Quotes
Posted by cordnoy - 24 Jun 2019 19:19
_____________________________________

So, lately, I've been spendin' a lot of time with Dov (doesn't say too much for my sanity), and
I've heard several important things which might be useful for some:

1. "Powerless over lust" (in the first step and before) does not mean that you cannot stop; it
means that you cannot successfully use or enjoy lust in a manageable way.

2. The word "trigger" should be abolished; it makes one into a victim.

3. A "shivron leiv" is a sad fellow; a "leiv nishbor" is a broken ego.

4. Definin' addicts by their behaviors is an utter waste of time.
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Godspeed to you

========================================================================
====

Re: Dov Quotes
Posted by cordnoy - 27 Jun 2019 14:49
_____________________________________

cordnoy wrote on 24 Jun 2019 19:19:

So, lately, I've been spendin' a lot of time with Dov (doesn't say too much for my sanity), and
I've heard several important things which might be useful for some:

1. "Powerless over lust" (in the first step and before) does not mean that you cannot stop; it
means that you cannot successfully use or enjoy lust in a manageable way.

2. The word "trigger" should be abolished; it makes one into a victim.

3. A "shivron leiv" is a sad fellow; a "leiv nishbor" is a broken ego.

4. Definin' addicts by their behaviors is an utter waste of time.

Godspeed to you

I'd like to expound on #4.

Dov has told Guard many times that he should leave the word "addict" out of GYE. In his
opinion (I think), it was an excuse for someone thinkin' he's addicted to act as he pleases, for
what option does he have. Obviously, he was not successful, and Guard, if he wants, can
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explain his decision.

Here is the way I understand what Dov was sayin': The behaviors that people do in the way they
act out, the frequency, the extent, etc. do not define someone as an addict or not. Two people
can be occupied with the exact same tendencies and one might be addicted and the other not.
Both of them might want to stop desperately and have tried many ways but cannot overcome,
and yet, one might be addicted and the other not.

Furthermore, there are those who mistakenly think that the addict's mind is warped and sick and
perverted and cannot be trusted (and they mistakenly think that the addict's zipper is always
opened, which is also wrong, for both the addict and the non-addict might have the same
tendency), and whatever words of wisdom or not is spewed outta the addict's mouth must be
taken with a morsel of pepper, for after all, he's a weirdo!

And, that, says Dov, is utter nonsense! The difference between the two is not defined by their
behaviors, but rather, by how it affects them. Is their life unmanageable? (mine wasn't.) Were
they able to enjoy lust? (I wasn't, for a variety of reasons.) Are they able to use lust
successfully? (I now can.) [This has nothin' to do with the Torah's view on lust - if it should be
eradicated, or not. This is not to say that it's muttar to use lust - that is not the point at all.]
"Powerless over lust" has nothin' to do with frequencies, peep-holes, hookers, clubs and
masseuss'! It simply means: Lust makes me crazy, insane, miserable, unmanageable. [Not to
be confused with what the aveirah does to my psyche and that it gets me depressed.] [On a call
last night, a dear friend told me that when he is engrossed in watchin' porn, he becomes a
different fellow; his life turns upside down. He cannot watch responsibly, for then (even
afterwards and before, and especially durin'), he does not have patience with his kids or wife; he
gets angry and irritable, but in his present state, he can lust responsibly in the street over the
object of his desire with a perfect body. He knows that the RBs"O does not want him to and he'd
like that to stop, but he is glad to be at the stage where he is not powerless over lust.]

Not usual for me to write such a lengthy post, but as I'm tryin' to explain what Dov
meant/means, I feel that I must humor him a bit, and not write my usual three sentences. [By
the way, one thing that Dov does so well is to tell you what somethin' isn't: Lust isn't this....., an
addict does not mean that....., the Ramchal had no intention of....., and that sometimes takes
time until he eventually tells you what it actually is.]

Godspeed to y'all!

========================================================================
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====

Re: Dov Quotes
Posted by Markz - 27 Jun 2019 16:44
_____________________________________

Thank you for elaborating - this IS something that’s been mentioned repeatedly and worth
explaining in detail. I feel a little more clarity would be helpful.

Because I thought ‘addict’ refers to someone that’s hooked on something and will continually
try get their fix being out of control = powerless. By default their life becomes unmanageable.

2 people may be acting out.

1 out of pleasure although can control.

The other because they are addicted to this escape.

But your definition is that only when they are in the throes of their escape is their life outa
control.

n.b.

DOV QUOTE = minimum 5000 alpha characters

DOV = minimum 5000 program friend characters.

========================================================================
====
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